
The S-Class Saloon



The new Mercedes-Benz S-Class Saloon stands for poised assurance and 
responsibility. A personality with a sense of awareness that is there for 
you at every level, working with you and thinking ahead, always with your 
wellbeing at heart. A partner that you can rely on and in which you can 
confidently put your trust. Get on board.

Cares for what matters.



Reduced to the essentials. The exterior design, the design idiom of sensual 
purity in its most contemporary form. In profile with perfect proportions, flush 
door handles and new wheels. The distinctive front section with pioneering 
DIGITAL LIGHT headlamps and the tail end with two-section lamps, emphasising 
the car’s width.

Modern aesthetics and generous 
luxury in ideal harmony.



The new S-Class blends exquisite materials with fine surfaces and a progressive 
design. A showcasing of high-tech features and infotainment with intuitive 
operation. With the 64 colours of the active ambient lighting, exciting colour 
schemes are created which can alternate dynamically or illuminate areas in 
different colours.

An interior to inspire.



Extended intelligent safety systems such as the Driving Assistance Package 
offer maximum comfort and convenience, while also engendering added 
trust. The new headlamp technology DIGITAL LIGHT also points 
in this direction, while innovative airbags in the backrests of the front seats 
make travelling in the rear safer.

Always ready for you.



The new S-Class can fulfil many wishes, meaning that you climb out more relaxed 
than when you climbed in. Look forward to the energizing individual wellness 
massage functions part of the multicontour seats. The top-quality sound to match 
always comes from the Burmester® 3D surround sound system.

Wellness at the touch 
of a button.



The new Mercedes-Benz S-Class is on the road to the future with the ultimate in 
driving refinement. The expressive design, unique convenience and safety  
technologies, the pioneering digital cockpit with the infotainment system MBUX as 
well as luxurious materials enable a driving experience the like of which has 
never been seen before in a car.

The Mercedes-Benz S-Class  
remains beyond compare.



Digital cockpit.

The combination of 3D cockpit display, MBUX head-up display in the front windscreen and the central OLED touch display 
represents an innovative and at the same time intuitive control concept. Thanks to the MBUX voice control the new S-Class can 
adapt to your requirements and support you.

Inspiration and first-class feel-good comfort for the second row. Move the Executive seat with the leg rest into a pleasant position 
for sleeping. Relieve tension in the neck and shoulders with the heated cushion. Or relax as you work with the MBUX rear tablet, 
while also controlling the various comfort and entertainment functions.

Rear comfort highlights.



Automatic door handles.

keep your eye on the important things in the 3D driver display. The three-dimensional 
warnings and functions of the driving assistance systems are immediately noticeable 
with their striking 3D and shaded effects. Another trailblazing effect is the fascinating 
3D image of cars, trucks, buses or motorcycles ahead of your vehicle.

You experience a technological leap here with the active ambient lighting. It 
combines aesthetics with innovative driver information and extended functions. Light 
strips and trim elements all the way round meld to form an additional level of 
lighting. This also supports driving assistance systems visually and thus emphasises 
the intelligence of your vehicle.

3D driver displayActive ambient lighting. New rims.

Flush, automatically extending door handles in an elegant design are available upon 
request in conjunction with the electronic drive access authorisation system 
KEYLESS-GO. The doors can be locked and unlocked keylessly, by touching the door 
handles.

The wheel range for the new S-Class Saloon includes high-quality light-alloy wheels. 
The stylish sportiness of the vehicle is given additional emphasis with the modern 
wheel design, wide track and flush wheels.



Cutting-edge technology, a high level of comfort and exceptional luxury – this is what 
the Mercedes-Benz S-Class stands for. It already demonstrates this claim with its 
standard equipment. Examples include the Driving Assistance Package and 
MULTIBEAM LED. The interior is also fully in keeping with the vehicle’s status, with 
leather seats, ambient lighting and MBUX infotainment.

Standard equipment and appointments.

With the Night Package your sporty exterior looks even more expressive. As part of this, 
numerous elements are retained in high-gloss black. Depending on the paint finish, this 
creates contrasts or flowing transitions. In each case your vehicle gains individuality.

Enjoy a fantastic atmosphere with the Exclusive Package. Virtually all surfaces are 
finished in exquisite nappa leather, the roof liner in high-quality DINAMICA microfibre. 
This exceptional high-class appeal is perfectly complemented by additional trim 
elements.

The Night Package. The Exclusive Package.

With the AMG Line you are making a clear statement on dynamism, both inside and 
out. The AMG front apron in an A-wing design underscores the expressive character 
of your vehicle. In addition, the multifunction sports steering wheel in nappa leather 
with flattened bottom section, the AMG pedal assembly and AMG floor mats lend 
your interior sporty highlights.

The AMG Line.



AIRMATIC. Rear axle steering.

AIRMATIC combines the advantages of several suspensions in one – choose between comfort and dynamism. The set-up range 
is particularly impressive. The air suspension provides outstanding ride comfort even on difficult surfaces or during powerfully 
sporty performance. Practical: the level control system based on the vehicle load.

You enjoy no fewer than three advantages with the rear axle steering: even more confident roadholding, considerably increased agi-
lity and, last but not least, better manoeuvrability – for example when parking. The rear wheels steer against or in the same direc-
tion as the front wheels depending on the driving speed.



Technical data.

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oils.

S500 4M

Displacement (cc) 2999

Rated output ([hp] at rpm 435 / 6.100

Torque 520 / 1.800-5.800

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s) 4.9

Top speed (km/h) 250

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km)

Combined
8.4-7.8

Luggage capacity (l) 505

Fuel tank capacity (l) 76

Dimensions.

All figures in millimetres. The pictured dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles with standard equipment and in unladen condition.



Data and some optional equipment in this document may not be part of the model’s local specification and are subject to change without prior notification.

Mercedes-Benz AG is one of the founding partners of the worldwide “Laureus 
Sport for Good  Foundation”, which was established in 2000. It is the 
Mercedes-Benz brand’s most important  social initiative. Laureus Sport for 
Good supports children and young people in need through  social sports 
projects, opening up new perspectives and imparting important values such as  
team spirit, respect and determination. “Change the Game for Kids” is our 
mission statement  which we wish to share with you.
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